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Origin Storage 512GB External NVME USB C SSD with C-C & C-A
Cable

Brand : Origin Storage Product code: OSEC512NVME

Product name : 512GB External NVME USB C SSD with C-
C & C-A Cable

- USB 3.1 Gen 2 Type-C interface, supports up to 10Gb/s data speed
- Compact aluminium housing
- BUS powered
- Backward compatible with USB 2.0/1.1
- Toolless installation, no drivers required
- USB C to C and C to A cables included
512GB External NVME USB C SSD with C-C & C-A Cable

Origin Storage 512GB External NVME USB C SSD with C-C & C-A Cable:

Quickly and easily add storage to your PC and Mac with the Origin Inception E840 Pro NVMe SSD. The
embedded PCIe NVMe technology facilitates sequential read/write speeds of up to 1,050/1,000 MB/s
respectively, and combined with the amazing speed of USB 3.2 Gen 2 this means that you can transfer
large files in seconds.
The sleek aluminium body allows for effective cooling of the internal components to reduce thermal
throttling, allowing you to transfer files without fear of speeds dropping.

Solid state drive

SSD form factor M.2
Interface PCI Express 3.0
Memory type 3D TLC
SSD capacity * 512 GB
NVMe *
Read speed * 1050 MB/s
Write speed * 1000 MB/s

Ports & interfaces

USB connector * USB Type-C
USB version * 3.2 Gen 2 (3.1 Gen 2)
Thunderbolt technology *

Ports & interfaces

Wi-Fi *

Features

Housing material * Aluminium, Plastic
Product colour * Aluminium, Grey
Password protection *
Hardware encryption *

Weight & dimensions

Width 117.5 mm
Depth 13.5 mm
Height 40 mm

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84717070
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